Integrating new users into a community with complex norms presents a challenge for peer production projects like Wikipedia. We present The Wikipedia Adventure (TWA): an interactive tutorial that offers a structured and gamified introduction to Wikipedia. In addition to describing the design of the system, we present two empirical evaluations. First, we report on a survey of users, who responded very positively to the tutorial. Second, we report results from a largescale invitation-based field experiment that tests whether using TWA increased newcomers' subsequent contributions to Wikipedia. We find no effect of either using the tutorial or of being invited to do so over a period of 180 days. We conclude that TWA produces a positive socialization experience for those who choose to use it, but that it does not alter patterns of newcomer activity. We reflect on the implications of these mixed results for the evaluation of similar social computing systems.
INTRODUCTION
Social computing systems and peer production communities that aggregate voluntary contributions depend critically on recruiting and retaining new users [30] . Since no user will Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). CSCW '17, contribute indefinitely, online collaborative projects must successfully mobilize newcomers in order to maintain their community. However, in order to successfully make high-quality contributions and avoid censure, new users must quickly learn community norms. As inexperienced users inevitably violate norms, the impetus to recruit newcomers can be in tension with the desire to maintain quality.
Wikipedia provides a well-known case of this dilemma in social computing. Since a short contribution history is an excellent predictor of vandalism in Wikipedia [38] , established community members often delete or "revert" newcomer contributions. This demoralizing experience drives many goodfaith newcomers away [22, 25, 33] and has contributed to an overall decline in Wikipedia's active editors since 2007 [22, 44] . Making matters more difficult for newcomers, Wikipedia's norms, procedures, conventions, and policies have expanded considerably since the inception of the community [9] . While a growing body of design research aims to overcome these challenges [23, 33] , existing systems frequently rely on the helpfulness of veteran editors (a limited resource), and significant initiative from newcomers themselves.
We present a novel system called The Wikipedia Adventure (TWA): an interactive tutorial that provides an introduction to editing Wikipedia. Unlike most prior systems designed to socialize new users on Wikipedia, TWA creates a structured, interactive experience that guides newcomers through critical pieces of Wikipedia knowledge: editing using wikimarkup (the code that editors use to format text), communicating with other editors, and learning basic community policies. It also incorporates elements of gamification in an attempt to increase the motivation, engagement, and enjoyment of newcomers as they learn about the community.
After describing TWA, we evaluate it in two ways. First, we report a survey that assesses how new users perceive the system's design and tone. We then conduct a randomized controlled field experiment in which we invite new Wikipedia editors to use the system and measure its effect on their subsequent contributions using multiple parametric and nonparametric techniques. One of these techniques is two-stage least squares regression which we use to estimate the effect of playing TWA (conditional on having been invited to do so) on the number of future contributions.
We find that survey respondents perceived TWA as engaging and well-designed for newcomers. At the same time, our field experiment shows that deploying TWA does not alter newcomer contribution patterns. These results imply that the design principles of TWA are sound but that the system does not produce the expected impact. We propose multiple potential explanations for this null effect and suggest that they may point to a gap in existing literature on newcomer socialization. In addition to the empirical findings, the study also contributes one of the first randomized controlled studies of the effect of a gamified orientation system as well as the first application of two-stage least squares analysis in social computing research.
BACKGROUND Newcomer Socialization in Online Communities
The norms and routines of organizations and communities often appear opaque to newcomers. Failing to communicate the skills that a newcomer needs in order to effectively contribute can lead to frustration and alienation for newcomers, while also breeding distrust of newcomers among established members. For online communities that depend on voluntary contributions from their users, socializing newcomers is among the most crucial tasks [30] .
Prior research on newcomer socialization in organizations distinguishes between individualized and institutionalized socialization tactics [30, 45] . Individualized socialization is informal, akin to on-the-job learning, and is directed by newcomers themselves. Institutionalized socialization is more collective and formal, with the aim of providing a uniform set of experiences. In conventional firms, there is a broad consensus that institutionalized forms of socialization are more effective in retaining new members [5] . Institutionalized socialization techniques facilitate newcomers joining organizations by increasing self-efficacy, providing role clarity, and instilling a sense of social acceptance which, in turn, leads to better performance and higher commitment [5] .
While several online communities and social computing systems use institutionalized socialization, large peer production communities, including Wikipedia, have relied almost exclusively on individualized socialization techniques, and typically require users to figure out what they need to know in order to contribute to a project [15, 17, 34] . More general, formal, and institutionalized systems for newcomer socialization can complement these existing approaches.
Gamified Onboarding
In considering strategies for effectively onboarding newcomers in online communities, we draw on recent research showing that gamification can support engagement in interactive systems. Gamification has become an increasingly popular approach within interactive system design for improving engagement in learning activities. In a meta-analysis of gamification studies in computer science, HCI, and eLearning, Hamari et al. [26] identified 10 common motivational affordances of gamified systems: points, leaderboards, achievements/badges, levels, stories/themes, clear goals, feedback, rewards, progress, and challenges. They showed that in a majority of cases they reviewed, these features led to positive learning outcomes and enhanced enjoyment among participants.
However, gamification has limits. Work in psychology [12] and behavioral economics [18] , as well as studies of gamified systems [27] , have highlighted the potential demotivating effect of gamification. In particular, competition-based incentives which are central to gamification affordances like leaderboards have been shown to undermine participants' motivation.
The effects of gamification in non-gamified contexts over time remain largely unstudied. As a result, the question remains open as to whether a gamified tutorial that effectively introduces a particular task will have any effect on participants' motivation to perform that task outside of the tutorial. On one hand, a gamified introduction to a task might increase positive affect, confidence, and self-efficacy which might in turn increase subsequent participation. On the other hand, the social psychology literature on crowding out [12] , has shown that shifting incentives, particularly the removal of extrinsic incentives, can decrease levels of motivation overall.
The Challenges of Becoming a Wikipedian
A mature community like Wikipedia poses particular challenges for onboarding newcomers. Wikipedia has seen a massive decrease in newcomer retention over the past decade. Between 2006 and 2010, Wikipedia's retention rate of newcomers acting in good faith (i.e. those whose initial edits showed a desire to contribute productively) dropped from 25% to 5% [22] . Research has suggested that this drop in retention is due in part to higher rates of negative socialization experiences like receiving warning messages or having an edit reverted [25] , the lack of effective socialization in the presence of increasingly formal policies and rules, and an increase in the use of automated quality control tools to enforce rules and sanction new users [9, 22] .
Most new editors begin editing without any structured external guidance and, perhaps as a result, quickly adopt behaviors and roles that tend to persist over their Wikipedia careers.
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CSCW 2017, February 25-March 1, 2017, Portland, OR, USA Panciera et al. [37] have shown that initial rates of editing are among the strongest predictors of long-term contribution rates. That said, subsequent work has shown that contributions from extremely active users in social computing systems also change dynamically over time in ways that can be influenced by both users' experiences and technological interventions [28] . Panciera et al. and others have suggested that the creation of systems to support newcomers immediately after joining Wikipedia is important for building long-term commitment [30, 37] .
Historically, Wikipedia has relied on user-initiated, individualized forms of newcomer socialization. New editors on Wikipedia frequently learn what to do by requesting help and feedback [36] and by consulting Wikipedia's help and policy pages. They also learn what not to do through warning and advisory messages they receive from experienced editors when they violate a policy or make a mistake [19] .
While new Wikipedia editors select their own tasks, the increasing scope of the community policies, distrust from experienced editors, and requirements of specialized knowledge has made it difficult for them to act independently [8, 22] . In a 2010 survey, over 40% of new editors who decided to leave Wikipedia cited a lack of support or an unpleasant social atmosphere. 1 In particular, women reported that they found that contributing to Wikipedia involved a high level of conflict and that they lacked confidence in their expertise [11] .
Why Gamify Becoming a Wikipedian?
A gamified tutorial has the potential to increase newcomer participation on Wikipedia for several reasons. At a minimum, tutorials seem to have helped existing active Wikipedians. In a survey of readers and editors of the French Wikipedia, regular contributors reported using tutorials when they began editing at a greater rate than occasional contributors [14] . An interactive tutorial that addresses the most critical technical and organizational topics, made available to a large number of new editors shortly after they join, might help more newcomers overcome these challenges. Taking a structured, step-by-step approach with milestones and incremental feedback can increase their sense of self-efficacy [5] .
Research on experienced Wikipedians also shows that many active contributors experience several elements of gamified systems through their participation in the community. For example, WikiProjects often set project level "challenges" that encourage editors to complete a certain number of tasks in a short period of time [48] . Editors who achieve high-visibility goals in the community are acknowledged for their efforts with badge-like social awards which confer external recognition of their achievements [31] . Making such gamified elements more transparent to new editors could increase their enjoyment and lead to increased contributions.
Although prior attempts at socialization within Wikipedia have incorporated institutionalized elements, none have explicitly combined these with gamified design. The Wiki- 1 Based on the Wikimedia Foundation's survey of former contributors, available at: https://strategy.wikimedia.org/wiki/ Former_Contributors_Survey_Results media Foundation previously deployed a tutorial called GettingStarted which introduced participants to basic editing concepts using an interactive interface without game-like features. It showed no effect on retention and was subsequently deactivated. 2 New editors may also receive a generic welcome message from members of the Wikipedia Welcoming Committee soon after they register. 3 Typical welcome messages explain community values and provide a list of policies and resources. Wikipedia's policy pages are, in this sense, also an effort to provide institutionalized guidance about norms and routines. However, without a more structured introduction to facilitate learning about these policies, many newcomers will never read them.
Although several existing systems provide explicit and personalized direction to Wikipedia newcomers, most require extensive one-on-one interaction and effort from experienced editors. The Wikipedia Teahouse Q&A forum [33] provides a safe space for newcomers to get personalized help from experienced volunteer "hosts" and fellow newbies in a manyto-many setting. The Adopt-a-User program provides opportunities for newcomers to enroll in extended, one-on-one mentoring relationships with experienced editors [36] . The MoodBar allowed new editors to provide instant post-edit feedback that was piped to a feed monitored by experienced editors who were encouraged to step in and provide rapid assistance [10] . These examples demonstrate tensions between scale, information density, and personalization which many efforts at newcomer socialization must confront. The differences between them also suggest how a gamified tutorial might provide a scalable approach that does not feel as impersonal as a message from a bot account or as overwhelming as navigating a thicket of complicated policy pages.
While personalization is a major advantage of socialization efforts such as The Teahouse and Adopt-a-User, these systems are limited by volunteer time of hosts and mentors and the burden is still on the new user to initiate conversations and ask questions. A scalable, institutionalized effort at orientation initiated by the Wikipedia community has the potential to reach a greater number of new users more quickly and provide a framework for understanding what it means to contribute to Wikipedia.
Motivated by prior research on newcomer socialization in online communities and gamification in interactive environments, we designed a system to bridge gaps in the current newcomer onboarding experience in Wikipedia. Our main research questions were: 
SYSTEM DESIGN: THE WIKIPEDIA ADVENTURE
In order to address the challenges of newcomer socialization on Wikipedia, we designed The Wikipedia Adventure, a system that introduces newcomers to the nuts and bolts of editing the encyclopedia. TWA provides a positive and gamified introduction to Wikipedia by taking a new user on a guided journey through the basics of editing, communication, and community norms in order to help them develop the skills to make effective contributions. 4 While playing TWA, the user is asked to perform a series of tasks for which they are provided detailed instructions. The tasks are couched in realistic Wikipedia editing scenarios. The user's input is evaluated and they receive a prompt informing them whether they completed the task correctly. If their response was incorrect, they receive additional instruction and cues.
TWA incorporates institutionalized socialization techniques by providing a standardized, sequential introduction to the norms and policies of Wikipedia. While interactive, it does not depend on the availability, helpfulness, or intervention of existing Wikipedia editors and can therefore scale to support an arbitrary number of newcomers. The Wikipedia Adventure teaches users how to edit using wikimarkup code by using a series of pop-up boxes that point out where to click and what syntax to use in each context. Figure 2 shows how the user is given a lesson on how to edit their talk page through a pop-up box that appears next to their talk page editor.
In order to create a safe space for the user to try new things without fear of scrutiny or reprisal, TWA provides a training experience in a section of Wikipedia that is separate from existing articles. That said, this design decision also increases the risk that players will consider the edits they make through the Wikipedia Adventure to be inauthentic. We considered an alternative approach in which newcomers edited actual articles on Wikipedia. Support for this approach can be found in the theory of legitimate peripheral participation (LPP) which emphasizes that learners should be able to perceive that their initial contributions, however small, are valuable to their new community of practice [32] . Unfortunately, Wikipedia presents challenges to an LPPbased approach. Research has shown that inexperienced Wikipedia editors who edit "public" articles are likely to make mistakes that elicit powerfully demotivating reactions [25] . As a way of reducing this risk while still creating an effective system for socialization, we drew inspiration from researchers working to reconcile LPP with traditional instructional methods who faced similar challenges.
Drawing on previous work around the concept of authenticity in education [29, 43] , Guzdial and Tew [21] argue that learners may derive similar benefits from performing inauthentic tasks as long as they perceive an alignment between the tasks they are assigned and the work of a community of practice they value. Moreover, they suggest that educators can facilitate such alignment through storytelling, by (for example) creating a fictional narrative context in which students can perceive their learning tasks as legitimate peripheral participation within an imagined community of practice. TWA was designed to encourage alignment in both of these ways through a number of game-like elements. While we drew significantly from the gamification literature in making design choices, we eschewed features like leaderboards to avoid potential demotivating effects associated with competition. We describe three of the gamified elements below and show how they fit with the goals of the project and the context of new users' experience of Wikipedia.
Missions
TWA is split into seven missions which accomplish different learning objectives tied to the five pillars of Wikipedia 5 and reflect key community rules and norms [40] . Missions introduce new users to setting up their user page, communicating effectively with other users, making basic edits, maintaining a neutral point of view, evaluating content quality, understanding revisions, and using built-in tools like watchlists and history pages to see how articles can be maintained over time. Additional techniques such as adding sources and formatting sections are also introduced in various missions. Each mission consists of a guided tutorial that explains a policy or editing technique in the context of a specific task and presents a simple challenge that tests the user's understanding of the topic. Although the interface prompts the user to go through the missions in order, they can select missions out of order or exit the tutorial at any point.
TWA introduces the basics of communicating and collaborating with other editors early in the tutorial, thus framing Wikipedia as a community of editors, and not just a repository of articles. Throughout the missions, prompts within the tutorial share key facts about the history and philosophy of Wikipedia as a free, global, open knowledge project. This reinforces the idea that Wikipedia is a collective effort driven by volunteer contributions, and attempts to establish a sense that the user is becoming part of an endeavor larger than themselves. In this way, the gamified missions of the tutorial prepare newcomers to identify their contributions in the context of the broader goals of the community. 
Badges
The Wikipedia Adventure uses badges to invite newcomers to take on editing Wikipedia not just as a task, but as a part of their identity. Participants who complete all seven missions will earn a total of 15 badges. At the end of each task, the user receives a badge (e.g., Figure 3 ) and a pop-up message that congratulates them on their accomplishment. The badge titles are designed to reflect new identities the user has taken on (e.g. Copyeditor, Collaborator) as well as competencies around community norms that they have gained (e.g. Verifiability, Neutrality).
These badges are inspired by barnstars, which are awards that Wikipedia editors give each other to acknowledge valued work [31] , and userboxes, which are badge-like labels that editors assign to themselves to communicate their achievements, skills, and aspects of their on-wiki identity. Many Wikipedians' user pages contain dozens of badges and barnstars they have accrued during their tenure. When a TWA participant earns a new badge, it is also placed on their user page where it serves a persistent, public reminder that they have been introduced to the values and principles of the community.
Story and Theme
The tutorial is centered around the scenario of creating the article 'Earth' in collaboration with several fictional editors. Earth was selected as subject for its universal relevance, reflecting Wikipedia's mission as a collaborative project that spans geographic and cultural boundaries. Focusing the missions around a single article allows the tutorial to teach a range of technical skills, and also address community norms such as effective communication and adherence to policy while maintaining continuity and verisimilitude.
The visual theme of TWA is galactic exploration, and the tutorial uses graphical elements that are lush, colorful, and whimsical. The tone of the guiding prompts is conversational and humorous in order to create a relaxed and friendly atmosphere in which a new user feels welcome and free to make mistakes.
Deployment
The Wikipedia Adventure was written and developed by a team of volunteers and Wikimedia Foundation staff. 6 It is implemented through the Guided Tours extension (a framework for creating interactive tutorials for MediaWiki), and was deployed in an alpha-test in October 2013 to a group of 50 editors.
After an initial round of testing and debugging, TWA was released on English language Wikipedia in beta in November 2013. The decision to release an English version of the system first was prompted by both the language competencies of the development team, as well as the fact that English Wikipedia is the largest language edition and has the most globally diverse contributor base. However, the system itself can be easily adapted to other language editions in the future through translation of the tutorial text.
STUDY 1: USER SURVEY
After developing The Wikipedia Adventure, we sought feedback and input from new Wikipedia editors who used the tutorial. We conducted a user survey to collect this feedback and evaluate user perceptions of the system design.
Methods
Alongside the initial beta release of TWA, we invited 10,959 editors to use the tutorial via their talk page. We used a large scale deployment so that a diverse group of English Wikipedia users from across the world could participate in the tutorial and provide initial feedback.
We distributed invitations via user talk page messages on a rolling basis to new editors who satisfied the following criteria: they had created their account within the past 24 hours, they had made at least 2 edits, and they had not yet been blocked or received a Level 4 user warning message on their talk page. 7 We distributed the survey invitation to those who used the tutorial after the initial invitation to play the game. The survey invitation consisted of another talk page message with a link to a Qualtrics survey.
Since we sent invitations through talk pages which are visible to the public, it was technically possible for users who were not in our invitation sample to play the game and take the survey. While the likelihood of this is small (new editors see relatively little traffic from other editors to their talk pages), we cannot rule out the possibility that our survey response data may include responses from community members who did not receive the original invitation.
Measures
In keeping with the goals of the system design, the survey examines how survey participants perceived the impact of TWA on their confidence and engagement in editing Wikipedia, whether it communicated effectively, and whether users were satisfied with the design and tone of the tutorial. We also gathered participants' demographic information.
To measure user confidence, we asked users to rate on a 5 point scale the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with statements about TWA. Statements included "It made me more confident as an editor," "It helped me understand Wikipedia better," and, "It prepared me to be a successful contributor to Wikipedia." To measure user engagement, we asked users to rate on a 5 point scale the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with statements such as "I enjoyed playing it," "It made me want to edit more," and "I wish there was more of it." To evaluate how clearly TWA communicated information related to editing Wikipedia, we asked respondents to rate on a 5 point scale how well the tutorial taught specific skills such as, "making a wikilink," "adding references," and "adding images." To measure design satisfaction, we asked users to rate on a 5 point scale the effectiveness of the interactive elements of the tutorial, their degree of satisfaction with its tone and visual design, and their overall satisfaction with the design.
We also asked participants to select all age groups for which they thought the tutorial would be most appropriate and effective from six choices of age groups that ranged between children below the age of 12, and adults over the age of 55. Finally, we also collected a number of open ended responses from the survey participants.
Results
Out of the 10,959 individuals invited to use the tutorial in the initial beta test, 600 (6%) clicked through and completed at least one mission. From the 600 who used the tutorial and then received an invitation to the survey, 42 individuals (7%) responded between December 23rd, 2013 and January 4th, 2014.
Respondents to the survey came from a number of countries: Australia, Bangladesh, Brazil, Canada, Estonia, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, Nigeria, Portugal, Singapore, Sweden, Macedonia, US, and UK. Although globally diverse, the majority of players came from US or the UK. Close to 11% of the survey respondents identified as female. About 94% had made Session: Wikipedia CSCW 2017, February 25-March 1, 2017, Portland, OR, USA 100 or fewer edits to Wikipedia, suggesting that our sampling successfully targeted newer editors.
The survey responses suggest that participants felt TWA was an effective way to welcome newcomers and teach them about Wikipedia. We found that 90% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statements "It made me more confident as an editor," and "It helped me understand Wikipedia better,", suggesting that TWA could help build confidence among new editors (see Figure 4) . We also found that 80% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statements "It made me want to edit more" and "It made me feel welcomed and supported," which suggests that TWA was helping build engagement among newcomers.
In terms of specific Wikipedia-related skills, over 85% of respondents reported that TWA was "useful" or "very useful" in explaining the neutral point of view policy, how to make an edit, how to add wikilinks, and how to view page histories (see Figure 5) . Overall, 91% of respondents found The Wikipedia Adventure "useful" or "very useful" as an introductory tutorial on editing Wikipedia.
Open-ended responses provide additional support for these findings. For example, one respondent noted that "the interactiveness of The Wikipedia Adventure was an easier and better way to learn the basics of Wikipedia versus trying to run around to different pages and just reading about it."
Since The Wikipedia Adventure incorporates a narrative that uses space metaphors and graphics of cartoon aliens, we measured whether these elements appealed to new users. When asked if they would have preferred if TWA had a more 'serious' tone and design, 70% of respondents reported that they liked the tutorial as it was, while 14% wished it were more serious. 76% of participants responded positively to the interactive elements of the tutorial. Respondents suggested that the most appropriate age groups for the tutorial were teens and young adults between the ages of 13 and 22. Overall, 83% of respondents were "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with the design of the tutorial.
One respondent noted:
It was all beautifully designed. I enjoyed aspects such as the challenges and badges that made it feel more like an educational tool or game rather than a lecture, and [the way that it] recorded your achievement to date.
The positive response to the interactive elements of TWA, seen through both the survey questions as well as the open ended responses, provides validation of our choice to gamify the tutorial. Another respondent said, "I completed the entire game because it wasn't as dry as other training tools out there," suggesting that features such as the interactivity and narrative structure help maintain interest in learning how to edit Wikipedia.
Overall, the survey participants found TWA an effective and useful tool. In particular, respondents valued the general introduction to Wikipedia provided, and reported that the system improved their understanding of Wikipedia and gave them more confidence to edit.
STUDY 2: FIELD EXPERIMENT
As we suggested in our discussion of gamification, the nature of the relationship between gamified participation and participants' subsequent engagement in the task they have learned about remains an active area of research in social computing. Even if a gamified tutorial is engaging, enjoyable, and effective at supporting learning, this might not translate into increased participation after the tutorial is over. Will playing a gamified tutorial like TWA lead to more contributions from newcomers on Wikipedia? The potential for increased enjoyment, confidence, and feelings of self-efficacy are reasons to believe it will. To this end, we use a large-scale, invitationbased field experiment on Wikipedia to evaluate the effect of TWA on the contribution activity of newcomers.
While the survey in Study 1 measured the subjective user experience of playing the game, an experiment tests for causal, behavioral effects of the tutorial on users' subsequent contributions outside of the game's learning environment. A field experiment that deploys TWA "in the wild" allows us to estimate the effects that such an intervention would have on Wikipedia newcomers at a large scale.
We use an invitation (or encouragement) design in which some users are randomly invited via their talk pages to play TWA. The Wikipedia community has a tradition of allowing low-barrier contributions on any topic without requiring contributors to do so much as register an account. Due to this tradition and the significant length of the tutorial, the plan for deploying TWA required users to opt-in to the system. In other words, self-selection is a part of the system, and the evaluation of the system's impact needs to incorporate this element of the design to account for the fact that many newcomers might choose to never play the game at all. The choice to use an invitation-based experiment design thus supports the analytic clarity and realism of the experimental results.
TWA was designed to reduce skill-related barriers to entry in editing Wikipedia and to provide an institutionalized, gamified, introduction to concepts like making an edit, using wikimarkup, and communicating via talk pages. Following the evidence of prior work discussed above and consistent with the results from Study 1, we hypothesized that newcomers who played TWA (conditional on having received an invitation to do so) would make:
(H1) an increased number of contributions overall, (H2) an increased number of contributions on talk pages, (H3) contributions of greater average quality.

Methods
These hypotheses were tested using an experiment that followed the deployment described in Study 1, after the system was no longer in beta. Starting in February 2014 and continuing over a period of three months, we identified accounts on English Wikipedia to be included in our study on a rolling basis using the same criteria used for inclusion in Study 1. Qualifying accounts were identified on a daily basis and randomly sorted into treatment and control groups. For each user in the treatment group, we sent an invitation to play TWA via Session: Wikipedia CSCW 2017, February 25-March 1, 2017, Portland, OR, USA their talk page within two days of the creation of their account. We designed the invitations to closely resemble the way that such an intervention might be rolled out on Wikipedia at a large scale. The invitation incorporated graphics from TWA which contrast heavily with other text on Wikipedia, and was thus more likely to be noticed. The invitations were sent out via HostBot (which has been used in the past to invite newcomers to the Teahouse [33] ) and logged-in users in the treatment group received a notification that they had been sent an invitation.
To ensure that every participant in our sample had a chance to see their invitation, we only included participants who made at least one edit after getting invited in the analysis. To maintain an equivalent sampling procedure in the control group, we kept only those editors who made at least one edit after the time they would have been invited had they been assigned to receive an invitation. We observe no evidence of crossover between the treatment and control groups-i.e. no users in the control group used TWA.
In total, we identified 1,967 accounts to be included in our study. Of these, 1,751 (89%) were randomly selected to form our treatment group and were invited to play TWA. The other 216 users in our study were placed in a control group and received no invitation. We chose an imbalanced design based on preliminary evidence that the uptake of the invitations to play the game would be low (6% in Study 1). Of the 1,751 users invited, 386 (22%) completed at least some portion of the tutorial. This increase in uptake compared to Study 1 may be due to changes in the invitation text.
We chose to observe the editing behavior of every user over 180 days after their date of inclusion in the study. The date of inclusion for a user in the treatment group is either the date that invitation was sent or, for users in our control group, the date the invitation would have been sent had the user been in treatment. Although a longer data collection period provides more time to observe systematic variance between the treatment and control groups, it can raise concerns that differences long after the intervention may not be justifiably attributed to the intervention. Our 180 day window was chosen because it is as long as any previous field experiment or system deployment in Wikipedia that we have seen [33, 47] .
Measures
Our dependent variables consist of three measures corresponding to each of our hypotheses. To test H1, we measure the overall contributions as the total number of edits made by each user in the 180 days after their date of inclusion in the study. This count excludes edits made to the subjects' user pages and user talk pages because TWA automatically generates edits that show up as contributions to these pages. We count all others edits made to Wikipedia including those that were subsequently reverted or deleted. Our results are not substantively affected by the decision to include reverted or deleted edits.
To test H2, we measure the extent to which each subject interacted with others on Wikipedia as the total number of edits they made to talk pages on Wikipedia in the 180 days from the time of their inclusion in the study. This variable reflects the emphasis that TWA places on the community dimension of the system.
To test H3, we measure the average quality of contributions for each subject by calculating a measure of content "persistence" for all contributions to article pages using metrics developed in parallel by Adler et al. [1, 2] and Halfaker et al. [24, 39] . We estimate the quality of each edit, e i , by calculating the number of subsequent edits within a fixed radius of subsequent edits in which each word in e i persists before it is changed or removed. Our measure is the average persistent word score of the article edits made by the user in the 180 days from their inclusion in the study.
Although other radii have been used in research [16] , we adopt a radius of 6 edits because this is what is used by Adler et al. [1, 2] in WikiTrust -the most frequently used and widely validated content persistence implementation. Following WikiTrust, we also collapse sequential edits by the same user. Although this will underestimate the productivity of users who edit very infrequently edited articles, we find no statistically significant difference between the mean size of radiuses for edits made by users in our treatment and control groups.
Our key independent variables are two dichotomous measures that indicate whether a particular user was invited to play TWA, and whether or not they subsequently played it. We consider a user to have played the game if they completed any part of the game, regardless of whether they completed one mission or all seven. Our results are not affected by incorporating the number of missions played, and so we report models that use a dichotomous version of this measure.
Finally, we include a categorical measure capturing the date on which the subjects were incorporated into the research sample. Because random assignment took place within these sample dates, this works as a blocking variable that controls for unobserved heterogeneity introduced by running the study over several months [20] .
Analytic Approach
Our analysis examined two different facets of the intervention: the effect of inviting a user to play TWA on subsequent contributions, and the effect of playing TWA, conditional on having been invited to do so, on subsequent contributions. Because invitation-based designs are uncommon in social computing research, we explain our analytic approach in detail below.
We estimate the effect that an invitation to use TWA has on a user's subsequent contributions by comparing invited users to users who received no invitation. This is known as an intentto-treat (ITT) estimator, because it does not presuppose that all invited users necessarily received the experimental intervention (i.e. the experience of using the system) [20, 35] . Our ITT models provide unbiased estimates of the effect of distributing the invitations. To test the impact of playing TWA, we estimate the effect of playing the tutorial conditional on being invited to do so. 8 Experiments of this type, also known as "encouragement designs," are analyzed using two-stage least squares regression (2SLS) [4, 13, 20] . In the first stage of 2SLS we estimate the likelihood that an invitation predicts playing TWA. The vector of fitted values from the first stage model then becomes a predictor in a second stage model which estimates the relationship with our outcome variables. Since the invitation was randomly assigned, the fitted values of the first stage model capture the variation in gameplay caused by the treatment. The second stage model produces an unbiased estimate of the causal effect of playing the game conditional on receiving an invitation. 9 In generic form, the first stage (M1 2SLS ) and second stage (M2 2SLS ) models we use for 2SLS are:
Intent-to-treat and two-stage least squares estimators provide unbiased estimates of treatment effects because of the encouragement design of the study. Unlike a more typical lab experiment or A/B test, we observe relatively low uptake of the game by individuals in the treatment group. Although we might observe that users who played TWA contributed more, on average, than users in the control group (an actual relationship in the data), we must account for the fact that the vast majority of invited (treated) users never visited the tutorial. It is the full treatment and control groups that are "equal in expectation" prior to treatment assignment, and it would be misleading to compare the few users in the treatment group who worked through the tutorial to the full control group who, in large part, would never have done so [35, 42] .
Participation is highly skewed in Wikipedia (i.e. a tiny percentage of editors make a large proportion of the total edits) and all of our dependent variables are over-dispersed count measures (see Table 1 ). As a result, we use negative binomial regression models for all of our estimates. This is typical for highly-skewed count variables and has been applied in prior field experiments on Wikipedia [41] . As a part of our ITT estimate of treatment effects, we also conduct a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test to identify rare effects by estimating whether the dependent variables for the treatment and control groups are drawn from the same distribution [42] . For all regression models, we report heteroskedasticity and clusterrobust standard errors [4] . 8 Note that subjects who played TWA are a (small) subset of subjects who were invited to do so. As a result, comparing the outcomes for the set of TWA players against the entire control group cannot recover an unbiased estimate of the effect of playing the game. The control group contains subjects who would have played and those who would have not (had they been invited). 9 We refer interested readers to several key references for formal details and proofs of 2SLS [3, 13, 20, 35] . We are not familiar with prior work in social computing that applies these methods.
Measures
Min. Median Max. 
Results
Results from the experiment are shown in Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4 as well as Figure 6 . In total, 386 (22%) of those invited completed at least some part of the game. Table 1 describes the distributions of our key measures. Table 2 shows how many users dropped out of the game after each mission. We find that 181 out of 386 (46%) played till the seventh (and final) mission. The highest dropoff, 93 (24%), occurred after the first mission, with smaller numbers dropping out for most subsequent missions. After the first mission many users kept playing all the way to the final mission.
Mission Topic
Neutral point of view 9 5
Verifying sources 11 6 Civil discussion 34 7 Adding sections 181 Table 2 . The attrition for every mission is measured as the number of subjects who play some part of the mission but did not go on to play subsequent missions. For example, 93 subjects played some part of Mission 1, but did not proceed to Mission 2. A total of 386 subjects played TWA.
• Figure 6 . Boxplots showing the distributions of outcomes for total edits (top), talk page edits (middle), and average edit quality (bottom) across subjects assigned to the treatment and control conditions. Figure 6 plots the distribution of all three outcome measures across treatment and control conditions. We note that for the first two outcomes (total edits and total talk page edits) many Table 3 . Results of non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests for all dependent variables.
subjects in both the treatment and control groups registered no further edits of either kind following the intervention. In terms of the distributions, we see that the treatment condition had a longer tail (a handful of extremely high outcomes) along both of these measures. The third boxplot illustrates that outcomes for average edit quality are distributed in a nearly identical fashion across the two conditions.
We report the results of non-parametric Mann-Whitney U tests in Table 3 . The table includes the difference in medians (µ Y|treatment − µ Y|control ), the value of the test statistic U, and the corresponding p-value for each dependent variable.
The results indicate that the distributions of talk page edits and average edit quality are not different. In the case of total edits, the difference of medians is −1 and the p-value reaches conventional levels of significance, suggesting evidence of a negative distribution shift caused by the treatment. We interpret the results of the test as weak evidence of a statistically meaningful variation between the individuals invited to play TWA and those who were not. We suspect that this might be because the time taken by new editors to play TWA cut into the potential time they had to contribute to Wikipedia early on.
In our intent-to-treat analysis using negative binomial regression to estimate the effect of an invitation to TWA, our models produce small estimates for all our dependent variables that are not statistically distinguishable from zero (see the top part of Table 4 ).
When we test the effect of playing TWA with 2SLS (see the bottom part of Table 4 ), we also find null effects with small coefficients for all dependent variables. For all coefficients, the standard errors are relatively large compared with the estimates and none approach conventional levels of statistical significance.
The parameter estimates for our null results represent wellestimated zeroes and suggest that any underlying effect we are unable to estimate with our sample would likely be extremely small. Post-hoc power analysis shows that if a data set of this size displayed even a small effect size (0.2 standard deviations), we would have had a 99% chance of detecting it at the 0.05 significance level. Thus, we can conclude that TWA does not alter the quantity or quality of newcomers' contributions to Wikipedia.
As a robustness check, we also estimated models using measures of our dependent variables computed over both 360 and 60 days following inclusion in the study. We again find null results for all three hypotheses over 360 days as well as for H2 and H3 over 60 days. Echoing our Mann-Whitney U test, we find a small negative relationship in our test for H1 in the 60 day dataset. In these results, we estimate that invitation to the game (ITT) was associated with approximately 1.25 fewer edits and approximately 3 fewer edits in our 2SLS model over the 60 days after inclusion. One potential explanation is that participation in the tutorial may have supplanted other editing among participants in the treatment group but that this effect is "washed out" over time. In any case, the pattern of results across the three study lengths is not consistent with predictions from previous work that the system would cause new users to contribute more. If anything, there is weak evidence suggesting that TWA might have caused them to make several fewer edits in the period immediately following inclusion in the study.
DISCUSSION
The results from Study 1 show that respondents found TWA to be a useful and satisfying tool for learning how to edit Wikipedia. In particular, study participants valued having a system that provided a general introduction to Wikipedia, and stated that it improved their understanding of the community and gave them more confidence to edit. Study 2, however, shows that despite the perceived effectiveness of the design and the satisfaction of the users, playing TWA did not alter the subsequent behavior of newcomers on Wikipedia.
The survey responses validated the idea of using gamification to introduce an institutionalized form of socialization to Wikipedia. Users found the gamified aspects of the tutorial rewarding and engaging and agreed that a tutorial that provides a broad overview of editing should be shared with new editors on Wikipedia. These findings suggest that we accomplished our system design goals and that the tutorial provided a compelling and enjoyable institutionalized introduction to the skills, norms, and expectations involved in becoming a Wikipedian. We believe these findings validate some of the claims of prior gamification research as well the theoretical justification for pursuing institutionalized socialization as a complement to existing onboarding systems in Wikipedia.
Study 1 has several limitations, including the small pool of respondents and the fact that the survey can not capture the reasons why some individuals chose not to play the game. The limited uptake of the game and low response rate of the survey mean that our Study 1 findings might not extend to all the individuals invited to play TWA or even to all users who played it as part the initial deployment. Additionally, the survey does not assess whether respondents who played TWA effectively learned the skills that the tutorial sought to introduce. Finally, the wording of the survey questions could have elicited overly positive responses due to satisficing behavior and social desirability pressures. Nevertheless, the results of Study 1 made us optimistic that some newcomers would elect to play TWA and that doing so could have a positive impact on their subsequent engagement through increased enjoyment in learning how to edit Wikipedia and improved confidence and self-efficacy.
However, contrary to predictions from organizational and social computing theory and design, Study 2 shows that TWA had no measurable impact on newcomer participation. All of our statistical tests for regressions of all three outcome measures fail to reject the null hypothesis of no effects regard- less of the model specification or the estimand (ITT or playing TWA conditional on receiving an invitation). Robustness checks conducted on a smaller data collection window suggest that TWA may have even reduced contribution rates in the short term. We conclude that these results demonstrate a null effect.
The limitations of Study 2 include the possibility that the invitation process or deployment of the system might have shaped the outcomes in ways we cannot detect. The visual differences between the outcome distributions in Figure 6 also suggest that we might explore alternative, novel estimation techniques focused on detecting rare, large effects [42] . It is also possible that the treatment impacted some other outcome variable that we do not measure in this study, such as survival rate. Future research might explore these questions.
What factors might explain the null effects in Study 2? The statistical tests we report are appropriate to the design and the study had adequate statistical power to detect treatment effects had they existed. We propose several interpretations, which focus on the system design, the culture of the Wikipedia community, the self-selected and voluntary nature of participation in peer production communities, and the limitations of gamified interactive systems.
System design factors
Shortcomings in the design of TWA offer one possible explanation of the null effects in Study 2. If the tutorial itself was poorly designed, a better implementation may have altered new editor contributions. For example, if TWA users perceived editing within a sandboxed environment instead of a live Wikipedia page as an illegitimate or inauthentic form of participation [32] , this might have undermined the system's effects. Although other work has suggested that designs like ours can overcome these effects [21, 29, 43] , it remains a possible explanation and a design choice worth revisiting.
The fact that the survey respondents in Study 1 overwhelmingly perceived TWA to be positive and well-designed also suggests that the system design did not have glaring shortcomings. Subsequent to the completion of this study, many more TWA users have also given the tutorial glowing feedback through the comment box on the game's webpage. This implies that limitations of the particular system design do not fully explain the null result.
The temptation to attribute shortcomings visible only after field testing to details of our implementation of TWA points to a larger concern about understanding the impact of any new system. A creative and thoughtful designer can always imagine alternative approaches that might transform the effects of an existing system, no matter how carefully planned or executed the existing design may be. Our findings in these two studies indicated that TWA's system design satisfied the criteria and goals of the system's creators, as well as the system's early users. Even so, it did not produce the effects predicted by either theory or preliminary testing. For this reason, we believe limitations in the existing theories as well as the specific conditions of TWA's deployment better explain the observed outcomes.
Cultural factors related to Wikipedia
Prior research points to several ways that Wikipedia's existing culture may have undermined TWA's expected effects. The new editors in our study may have had unpleasant experiences during their initial time on Wikipedia that negated any potential motivational benefits they may have gained from playing TWA. Even for experienced contributors, the abrasive and hostile tone of interactions among Wikipedia editors deters participation. 10 Many new editors receive multiple warning messages on their talk pages within their first few editing sessions [19] . These warning messages, the majority of which are automated, strongly-worded, and accompanied by a revert, can drive new editors away from the site [22] .
Just observing toxic exchanges among other Wikipedians could have convinced the new editors in our study that the Wikipedia community is not a welcoming place. A lighthearted, automated tutorial depicting a collegial collaboration process may not be sufficiently compelling to counteract these negative observations or experiences. We cannot confirm or reject this possibility fully through our empirical analysis because we do not know what perceptions study participants who dropped out of editing may have had.
Limitations of gamification
Most previous studies of gamified systems have focused on subjective measures of engagement with, and enjoyment of, the system. With few exceptions, they have not evaluated the impact of gamified systems on subsequent performance. Our study is one of the first to assess the effect of a gamified learning system on engagement behaviors outside of the system itself. Although some studies have shown that gamification can support learning, meta-analyses have suggested that the few studies that did analyze impact on performance did not reliably show improvements [26] . This may help explain the contrast between our survey results and our field experiment.
Another explanation stems from the shift in incentives between the game and the "real" world of Wikipedia contributing. It is possible that the extrinsic motivation provided by the gamified tutorial was simply not replaced by intrinsic motivations needed to drive subsequent contributions. In a project like Wikipedia that depends heavily on intrinsically motivated members to make contributions, a gamified tutorial may be helpful and fun to use, but ultimately unsuccessful at building long-term commitment and retention. This echoes our earlier point about the possible limitations of sandboxed learning environments. The current study contributes to our understanding of the effectiveness of gamification by presenting both a subjective evaluation of a novel gamified system, as well as a measurement of its subsequent impact in a non-gamified context.
Self-selection and voluntary participation
The voluntary nature of participation and membership in peer production communities like Wikipedia offers another possible explanation. Contributors engaged in peer production self-select into their preferred communities, tasks, and social roles [6, 7, 46] . Institutionalized training programs may be more effective in more formal organizations because newcomers cannot select out of them as easily. TWA provides a general overview of contributing to Wikipedia, but a person who is interested solely in learning how to accomplish one specific task (e.g., fixing a citation) might find the full tutorial burdensome and choose not to play. An institutionalized socialization approach might also fail because it tries to artificially speed up the process of "becoming Wikipedian", which involves a gradual transformation from participating peripherally to seeing oneself as part of the community [8] .
The dynamics of self-selection may best explain the null effect of Study 2. Because TWA depends on users to choose to play the game, those who do so are likely to vary systematically from those who do not. Specifically, the newcomers who received and accepted our invitation may be more motivated, committed, or skilled than those who received the invitation and chose not to play. Playing the game may have given the exceptional newcomers a positive experience without impacting the quantity or quality of their subsequent contributions. The fact that a subset of individuals in both the treatment and control conditions went on to make numerous edits of high quality supports this idea. Our analytic approach with 2SLS supports this inference in that we identify the causal effect of playing TWA conditional on having received the invitation. The null findings in these models indicate that the people who played the game and went on to contribute extensively would have done so anyway. We cannot say more generally whether Wikipedians may be "born," "made," or some combination of the two [28, 37] . We conclude that TWA did not make active editors out of people who would have been inactive in the absence of the game.
This study illustrates the value in evaluating novel systems in "live" field deployments within communities. As discussed above, the findings of Study 1 validate many of the design principles and findings from prior literature on gamification and newcomer socialization. However, Study 2 revealed that these principles and findings cannot explain the empirical impact of the system. Study 2 does not invalidate prior work on institutionalized socialization or gamification, but it does show that successful newcomer orientation in a volunteer community like Wikipedia remains a compelling design challenge.
While the invitation-based field deployment of TWA yielded no effect on newcomer contributions, it is possible that such a system would work better in contexts where newcomers are required to play it before editing Wikipedia, thus circumventing the self-selection issue. For instance, using the tutorial in a classroom setting where students are required to contribute to Wikipedia (increasingly common through initiatives such as the Wikipedia Education Program) might produce positive results.
CONCLUSION
We designed and evaluated The Wikipedia Adventure, a gamified, interactive tutorial that extended techniques of institutionalized socialization to newcomers in Wikipedia. The first part of our evaluation, a user survey, validated the principles, theories, and goals of TWA's design. The second part of our evaluation, an invitation-based field experiment, revealed that deploying the system did not alter newcomer contribution patterns over several months. We suggest that the null findings may be due to a combination of factors including the culture of Wikipedia, limitations of gamified systems, and the dynamics of self-selection in voluntary peer production communities. We believe that our second study represents the first invitation-based field experiment and application of twostage least squares in the social computing literature.
Given the positive results in Study 1 and the strong theoretical support for its design, we were genuinely surprised by the null result in Study 2. The discrepancies between the results in our two studies point to an important secondary contribution of our work. Despite the positive response from users that were surveyed in Study 1, our field experiment in Study 2 demonstrated clearly that subjective perceptions of utility and usability do not necessarily translate into lasting changes in user behavior.
Although null results can be difficult to convincingly establish and interpret, they can play an important role in contributing to our knowledge of social computing theories and systems. TWA's design was informed by previous empirical, theoretical, and systems work, and it performed well according to the types of survey self-report measures used to evaluate the usability of many social computing systems. Post-hoc power analysis suggests that our estimates in Study 2 are well estimated zeros and that our sample size is sufficiently large to detect even small effects. Our work does not provide the final word on institutionalized socialization or gamified tutorials in peer production. That said, we believe it contributes to our understanding of these topics through both what we have been able to show, as well as what we have not. Finally, we believe that our work shows how any intervention that attempts to assimilate new users into an existing peer production community might be limited when deployed in the wild. Wikipedia has complex norms and rules for participation which are obscure to newcomers. Institutionalized and gamified socialization systems like TWA may inform the design of future orientation systems, but more profound changes to the interface or modes of interaction between editors might also be needed to increase contributions from the targeted groups.
